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Abstract 
We show that the pomset-trace equivalence problem for l-safe, finite Petri nets is decidable; in 
fact it is complete for EXPSPACE. We also show that history-preserving bisimulation between such 
nets is complete for DEXPTIME. Our methods also yield tight complexity bounds for several other 
“true concurrency” and interleaving equivalences. The results are independent of the presence of 
hidden transitions. 
1. Intmduetion 
The computational complexity of the equivalence problem for nondeterministic finite- 
state automata under a variety of standard process semantics has been tightly char- 
acterized. In particular, Kannelakis and Smolka [ 131 have shown that trace equiv- 
alence and failure equivalence [4] are PsPAca-complete, while bisimulation [ 161 is 
rrrMr+complete [ 1,131. It has been shown recently that these equivalence problems are 
exponentially harder for automata presented as finite “Mazurkiewicz nets” of synchro- 
nized state-machines [19]: namely, Rabinovich [18] and Mayer and Stockmeyer [15] 
have shown that trace equivalence and failure equivalence of these nets are EXPSPACE- 
complete, and Stockmeyer [20] has shown that bisimulation of these nets is DEXPTIME- 
complete. 
The known results for “true” concurrency equivalences are much more limited. 
Vogler [27,29] has shown the decidability of history-preserving bisimulation 
[2, 19,23,31,27] and maximality-preserving bisimulation [7,31] for finite l-safe Petri 
nets; however, their complexity remained open. Decidability of such a basic true 
concurrency property as pomset-trace equivalence [23] appears not to have been 
known. (An ordinary trace is a linear sequence of visible actions; pomset-traces gen- 
eralize these to multisets of actions partially ordered to reflect causality and 
concurrency.) 
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In contrast to trace equivalence, the decidability of pomset-trace equivalence for finite 
nets does not obviously reduce to equivalence of finite automata. The difficulty is that 
if a run of a net has a pomset-trace isomorphic to the pomset-trace of a run of another 
net, then whether a transition firable after one run yields the “same” pomset extension 
as a transition firable after the other run depends a priori on the entire pomset trace, 
which may be unboundedly large. Hence, instead of searching for a suitable equivalence 
relation on the finite set of net markings, one has to consider equivalence relations on 
a potentially infinite set of pomset traces and final markings. 
A similar difficulty appears in deciding whether finite nets are history-preserving 
bisimilar, which Vogler [27,29] overcomes by maintaining, instead of an entire pom- 
set history, a partial order on the fixed set of places of the nets that reflects “most- 
recent” firings. We use a similar partial order, but instead of places, we find it tech- 
nically smoother to keep track of the partial ordering between the most-recent firings 
of transitions. This idea leads to a decision procedure for pomset-trace equivalence, 
and a simple analysis of this procedure yields an EXPSPACE upper bound. ’ The same 
approach also gives a DEXPTIME decision procedure for history-preserving bisimula- 
tion. 
Our lower bounds for these true concurrency equivalences follow easily from re- 
ductions from the corresponding interleaving equivalences, whose lower bounds in 
turn essentially follow from the results of Mayer and Stockmeyer [ 15,201 and Ra- 
binovich [ 181. We thus obtain a tight bound of ExPsPAca-completeness for pomset- 
trace equivalence. Likewise, we obtain DsxPrrME-completeness for history-preserving 
bisimulation and maximality-preserving bisimulation, settling questions left open by 
Vogler [27,29]. 
Our methods also yield tight complexity bounds for several other true concurrency 
equivalences, summarized in Table 1. In particular, our ExrsPAcE-completeness results 
for ST-traces and ST-failures [22,24] solve problems left open by Vogler [30], who 
had earlier proved the decidability of these equivalences. Furthermore, our decidability 
results for pomset-bisimulation [3] and pomset-ST-bisimulation [31] settle questions 
alluded to by Vogler [26]. To keep this paper relatively self-contained, the definitions 
of all of these equivalences are included in this paper, with the exception of the interval 
pomset equivalences and the ST and pomset-ST equivalences. The reader is referred 
to [11,28] and [22,24,31], respectively, for those definitions. 
This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes our alternate characterization 
of pomset-trace equivalence, together with an EXPSPACE decision procedure. Similar anal- 
yses of history-preserving bisimulation and pomset bisimulation are given in Section 3, 
while Section 4 describes decision procedures for the other equivalences. Section 5 
gives lower bounds for all these equivalences. A discussion of some open problems 
appears in Section 6. 
’ For expository purposes, we refer to bounds of the form 2 Ocnk) for fixed k as exponential in n. In the 
results presented here, k is at most 4. 
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Table 1 
Complexity results for finite l-safe Petri Nets 
Class Equivalence Complexity 
Traces 
Step-traces [12,21,23] 
Races ST-traces [22,24] EXPSPACE-Complete 
Interval-pomset-traces [11,281 
Pomset-traces [ 11,23,28] 
Failures [5] 
Step-failures [12,21,23] 
Failures ST-failures [22,24] EXPSPACE-complete 
divergences Interval-pomset-failures [ 11,281 
Bisimulation [ 161 
Delav bisimulation r251 
-1 
DEXPTIME-Complete 
History-preserving bisimulation 
Mkimality-ireserving-bisimulation [7] 
~ 
2. Deciding Porn&-Trace Equivalence 
Throughout this paper, we use the standard definitions (cf. [27]) of Petri nets and 
their operational behavior. In order to keep this paper relatively self-contained, we 
repeat them here. 
Definition 2.1. A labeled Petri net, N, is a triple (SN, TN, Sturtp,), where S, is the set 
of places, TN is the set of transitions, and SturtN is the set of initially marked places 
(which contain “tokens”). Every place s E S,v has a preset, pre&), and a post-set, 
post,(s). Every transition, t, in TN has a label, IN(t), a preset, preN(t), and a post-set, 
postN(t). Labels are over a fixed set Act U(z), where Act is a set of “visible actions” 
and r $ Act is the “hidden action.” A transition is visible (hidden) iff its label is visible 
(hidden). A net is jinite iff it has a finite number of places and transitions; the size of 
a net is the total number of its places and transitions. 
Transitions are represented graphically as horizontal bars, places are represented as 
circles, and tokens are represented as dots in these circles. The preset of a transition 
is the set of places from which there is an arrow to the transition; the post-set of a 
transition is the set of places to which there is an arrow from the transition. Dually, 
the preset (post-set) of a place is the set of transitions from (to) which there is an 
arrow to (from) the place. 
A marking of a net is an assignment of a nonnegative number of “tokens” to each 
place in the net. A transition, t, is enabled under a marking iff every place in the preset 
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of t contains at least one token. If a transition t is enabled in a marking M, then t can 
fire by removing a token from each place in its preset and placing a token into each 
place in its post-set. We write M[t)M’, where M’ is the resulting marking. 
A jiring sequence of a net, N, is a possibly empty sequence, tl . . . tk, of transitions 
of N such that tl is enabled under the initial marking of N, and each ti is succes- 
sively enabled in the marking resulting from firing tl . . . ti-1. A run is a finite tiring 
sequence. The reachable markings of a net are exactly those markings that result from 
firing some run. A net is l-safe iff every place contains at most one token under every 
reachable marking. Rather than being represented as a function from places to non- 
negative integers, a marking of a l-safe net can be written as the set of places that 
contain a token. 
Throughout the remainder of this paper, we use the term nets to refer to marked, l- 
safe Petri nets whose transitions have labels over a fixed set Act U(z), where r @ Act. 
In order to define various interleaving semantics on nets, we will find it useful to 
represent the behavior of nets as labeled transition systems. The following definition 
is standard and is essentially taken verbatim from [9]. 
Definition 2.2. A labeled transition system (Its) is a triple (&Act U(z), -,Sinit), 
where 
0 S is a set of states containing sct. 
l Act U(z) is a set of labels, such that r $z’ Act. 
l - is a relation in S x Act xS. 
l sinit is designated as the “initial state” in S. 
We write s 5 s’ in place of (s, a,~‘) E-. The relations A are extended to 
relations A, for every v E Act*, in the obvious way: 
1. ~Ls’iffs’iss, 
2. s z s’ iff s & s” for some s” such that s” 5 s’. 
This means s & s’ if s can evolve to s’ by performing the sequence of actions v. 
We also write s --% to mean that there exists a s’ such that s -% s’. We say that an 
action, a, is enabled at a state, s, iff s A. 
These relations are generalized as follows, for every v E Act U(z)*: 
1. s & s’ iff s L si --% s2 -% s’ for some states ~1,s~ and some i, j 2 0 
2. sE‘s’iffs~s’forsomek>O 
3. s % s’ iff s & s” for some s” such that s” =& s’. 
This means s &- s’ if s can evolve to s’ by performing the sequence of actions v, 
possibly interspersed with r-actions. We also write s & to mean that there exists a 
s’ such that s & s’. 
The following definition is essentially standard (cf. [ 171). 
Definition 2.3. The labeled transition system of a net N, written Its(N), is the labeled 
transition system over Act U (7) whose states are the reachable markings of N and 
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whose labeled transitions correspond to firings of single transitions of N. In particular, 
state it4 goes to state M’ via an u-labeled transition in Its(N) iff marking M’ of N 
can be reached from marking M by Iiring exactly some u-labeled transition of N. The 
initial state of Its(N) is defined to be the initial marking of N. 
We now consider “ true concurrency” semantics. 
Definition 2.4. A pomset is a labeled partial order. Formally, a pomset, p, consists 
of a set Events, whose elements are called eoents, a set Labels, whose elements are 
called labels, a function label, : Events,+Labels,, and a partial order relation cp on 
Events,,. A function f is an isomorphism between pomset p and pomset q iff it is a 
label-preserving order-isomorphism, namely, 
l f : Events,+Events, is a bijection, 
l label, = label, o f, 
l e -cp e’ iff f(e) -zQ f(e’) for all e,e’ E Events,. 
An event e is maximal in p iff there is no event e’ in p such that e c p e’. 
The places of a transition t of a net N are the places directly connected to it, i.e., 
the union of the preset and postset of t. Let tl, tz be transitions of a net N. We say 
that tl and t2 are statically concurrent in N iff the places of tl are disjoint from the 
places of t2. 
A transition-sequence r = tl . . . t,, is a sequence of transitions of a net N. We write 
Irl for the length of r, and for any 1 <i< Irl, we write r[i] to denote the ith element, 
ti, of r. For any transition t, we write r.t for the sequence tl . . . t,,t. 
The transition-pomset of r has as events the integers from 1 to n, where the label of 
event i is ti and the partial ordering is the transitive closure of the following “proximate 
cause” relation: event i proximately causes event j iff i < j and ti and tj are not 
statically concurrent in N, cf. Fig. 1. 
The visible-pomset of r is the transition-pomset of r, restricted to events labeled with 
visible transitions; moreover, in the visible-pomset, he label of event i is the label of 
ti (rather than ti itself), cf. Fig. 1. The pomset-traces of N are the visible-pomsets of 
runs of N. 
t1 131 2:ta 14 23 
\J 
ta 33s 
Lx1 
4:a 5:a 
ts I:,,/ \5:t I Pomset-trace of P 
ta Transition-pomset of r 
t1 
Run r 
Fig. 1. An example of a transition-pomset and pomset-trace. 
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For transition-pomsets and visible-pomsets, it is traditional to say that event e causes 
event e’ iff e < e’ in the partial order. 
Definition 2.5. Let N and N’ be nets. Then N pomset-trace approximates N’, written 
N $t N’, iff every pomset-trace of N is isomorphic to some pomset-trace of N’. N 
and N’ are pomset-trace equivalent iff each is LPt the other. 
The runs of a finite net are clearly recognizable by a finite state automaton, namely, 
the “global state” automaton of the net itself. We represent an ordered pair r = 
t1 . . . tn, r” = t” , . . . t:, of transition-sequences of the same length as an input string 
(tl, t’,‘). . . (t,,, ti) for an automaton whose alphabet is ordered pairs of transitions. So 
an “obvious” solution to the pomset-trace quivalence problem would be to define an 
effective procedure that, given any two finite nets as input, computes a finite-state au- 
tomaton whose language consists of all the pairs of runs of the respective nets that have 
isomorphic pomset-traces. Such an automaton would easily yield a decision procedure 
for pomset-trace quivalence, since we could project the language it accepts onto the 
components of the pairs and check that the resulting languages include the set of runs 
of the respective nets. 
However, such a finite-state automaton does not exist; the difficulty is that pairs of 
runs with isomorphic pomset-traces may generate the pomset-traces in different order, 
one getting unboundedly behind the other before catching up at the end. For example, 
let N be the net pictured in Fig. 2. Then two runs of N have the same pomset-trace 
iff they have the same number of occurrences of a- and b-labeled transitions, and the 
set of such pairs of runs is obviously not finite-state recognizable. 
We will show in this section that it suffices to consider pairs of runs that are “syn- 
chronous” in the sense that their behavior corresponds at each pair of transitions. 
Definition 2.6. Let r and r’ be runs of nets N and N’, respectively. Then r’ and r” 
are equivalent up to concurrency iff they have isomorphic transition-pomsets. 
We will show that 
l for all pairs of runs r and r’ with isomorphic pomset-traces, there is a run r” that 
is equivalent o r’ up to concurrency, and r and r” are “synchronous”; 
l the set of pairs of synchronous runs is recognizable by a finite automaton with size 
bounded by an exponential in the sizes of the nets. 
Fig. 2. An example. 
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Our decision procedure for pomset-trace equivalence is based on constructing such a 
finite-state automaton. To simplify the exposition, we consider first the case without 
hidden transitions. Our proofs will use the following fact about transition-pomsets, 
where we write 191 for the size of any set 9’. 
Definition 2.7. A pomset p’ is a linearization of a pomset p iff it has the same events 
and labels as p and <Pi is a total ordering that contains cP. Let q be a pomset such 
that cQ is a total ordering. Then for any 1 <i < IEvents,I, the ith largest eoent of q is 
the (necessarily unique) event e E Events, such that the longest chain ei c4 . . . c4 
ek -cq e in q is of length i. 
Proposition 2.0. Let r be a run of a net N, let p’ be a linearization of the transition- 
pomset of r, and let r’ be the transition-sequence orresponding to p’, i.e., r’ = 
t1 . . . $1, where each ti is the label of the ith largest event of p’. Then r’ is a run of 
N reaching the same final marking as r. 
The proposition is easily proved by induction on the number of pairs (i,j) such that 
i < j but the ith event of p’ is larger (in the standard integer ordering) than the $h 
event of p’. The details are omitted. 
2.1. Nets without hidden transitions 
In this section, we assume that nets do not contain hidden transitions. 
Definition 2.9. Let r and r’ be transition-sequences of nets N and N’, respectively. 
We say that r and r’ are synchronous iff the identity function on { 1,2,. . . , Ir]} is an 
isomorphism between the visible-pomset of r and the visible-pomset of r’. 
In particular, if r and r’ are synchronous, then they are of the same length. 
We then have: 
Lemma 2.10. Let r and r’ be runs of nets N and N’, respectively. If the pomset-traces 
of r and r’ are isomorphic, then there is some run r” of N’ such that 
a r’ and r” are equivalent up to concurrency, and 
l r and r” are synchronous. 
Proof. Let Z be the isomorphism between the pomset-trace of r and the pomset-trace of 
r’. Since in this section we assume that nets do not contain hidden transitions, clearly 
r and r’ are of the same length. Let r” be the transition-sequence obtained from r’ by 
applying I elementwise to r; that is, r”[i] = r’[Z(i)] for all 1 <i< I#]. 
It follows easily from the definition of r” that I is a label-preserving bijection be- 
tween the transition-pomsets of r” and r’. To show that I is an order-isomorphism, 
it clearly suffices to show that Z and I-’ preserve proximate causes. Let event i be a 
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proximate cause of event j in the transition-pomset of r”. Then i < j, and transition 
r”[i] and transition r”[j] are not statically concurrent in N’; hence, transition r’[Z(i)] 
and transition r’[Z( j)] are not statically concurrent in N’. Z(j) < Z(i) would imply 
that event Z(j) is a proximate cause of event Z(i) in the pomset-trace of r’; since Z 
is an isomorphism between the pomset-trace of r and the pomset-trace of r’, it would 
follow that event j causes event i in the pomset-trace of r, and therefore that j < i, 
a contradiction. Hence Z(i) c Z(j), and so event Z(i) is a proximate cause of Z(j) 
in the transition-pomset of r’, proving this direction. The proof of the other direction 
is similar and omitted. This completes the proof that r’ and r” are equivalent up to 
concurrency; that is, they have isomorphic transition-pomsets. 
Every transition-sequence corresponds to a linearization of its transition-pomset, by 
definition. Since r’ is a run, and r’ and r” have isomorphic transition-pomsets, Propo- 
sition 2.8 immediately implies that r” is a run of N’. 
Clearly, I-’ is an isomorphism between the pomset-trace of r’ and the pomset-trace 
of r”. Pomset isomorphisms are closed under function composition; thus Z-t o I, i.e., 
the identity function on { 1,. . . , IrI}, is an isomorphism between the pomset-trace of r 
and the pomset-trace of r”. This implies that r and r” are synchronous, completing 
the proof of the lemma. 0 
An important property of synchronous transition-sequences is that their equal-length 
prefixes are also synchronous. 
Definition 2.11. Let p be a pomset and e,e’ E Events*. Event e’ is a maximal cause 
of event e in p providing e’ <p e and there is no event et’ E Events, such that 
e’ Cp e” cp e. 
Proposition 2.12. Let r and r’ be transition-sequences of length n 20 and let t and 
t’ be transitions of nets N and N’, respectively. Then r.t and r’.t’ are synchronous ifi 
l r and r’ are synchronous, 
a t and t’ have the same label, and 
l the maximal causes of event n + 1 are the same in the transition-pomsets of r.t 
and r’ t’ . . 
The proof is completely straightforward and is omitted. 
Thus, in determining whether two pomset-traces “grow” synchronously, it suffices 
to keep track of the correspondence between maximal causes. We now observe that 
all maximal causes will necessarily be the most-recent firings of the corresponding 
transitions. 
Definition 2.13. Let r = tl . . . t,, be a transition-sequence of a net N. Event i is a most 
recent Jiring of transition t in r iff ti = t and tj # t for i < j <n. Let growth-sites(r) 
be the transition-pomset of r, restricted to the most-recent firings of the transitions in 
r, cf. Fig. 3. 
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:1 l:t1 
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ta 3:ta 5:t. 
ts Transition-pomset of r 
$4 
Transition-sequence r
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J\ 
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Transition-sequence T’ 
ef Ul, 11, (3,3), (5,5)1 
1:t1 
J \ 4:t3 + 
3:ta 5:t, 
Growth-sites of T 
1:t; 
J 
2:t; 
+ \ 
3:t: 5::: 
Growth-sites of r’ 
Fig. 3. An example of growth-sites and growth-site correspondence. 
Proposition 2.14. Let r = tl . . . t,, be a transition-sequence and t be a transition of 
a net N. Then the maximal causes of event n + 1 in the visible-pomset of r.t are a 
subset of the events of growth-sites(r). 
Proof. Suppose event i of the visible-pomset of r.t is a maximal cause of event n + 1. 
Then by the definition of the causal partial ordering, event i must be a proximate 
cause of event n + 1, and hence transition ti must not be statically concurrent with t. 
Therefore any later tiring of ti, that is, any event j with i < j <n and tj = ti, would 
also be a proximate cause of t. But since event i proximately causes any such event 
j, this would contradict event i being a maximal cause of event n + 1. q 
We also make the simple observation that the growth-sites of transition-sequence r.t 
are fully determined by t and the growth-sites of r. 
Proposition 2.15. Let r be a transition-sequence and t a transition of a net N. Then 
growth-sites(r.t) = {i E growth-sites(r) : r[i] # t} U { Ir.tl}. 
Proof. Clearly, event Ir.tl is the most-recent fking of transition t in r.t. Furthermore, 
the most recent firing of any other transition t’ is the same in r and r.t. 0 
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It now follows that whether two synchronous runs remain synchronous after tiring an- 
other pair of transitions depends solely on the labels of these transitions, and on whether 
the causes of these transitions are the same in the growth-sites of the respective runs. 
It will be helpful to define a more general growth-site correspondence (gsc) between 
causes in growth-sites. To avoid confusion, we introduce the following terminology. 
Definition 2.16. Let p and q be pomsets and let f : p+q be a partial function from 
Events, to Events,. Then p is the source of f, written source(f ), and q is the target 
of f, written target(f ). Furthermore, the domain-of-dejinition of f is the subset of 
Events, given by {e E Events, : f(e) is defined}, and the image of f is the subset 
of Events, given by {e’ E Events, : f(e) = e’ for some e E Events,,}. 
Definition 2.17. Let r = tl . . . tn and r’ = ti . . . th be transition-sequences of nets N 
and N’, respectively. Then gsc(r,r’) is defined iff Y and r’ are synchronous. Further- 
more, if r and r’ are synchronous, then gsc(r, r’) is the partial identity function /3 : 
growth-sites(r)+growth-sites(r’) such that /3(i) = j iff i = j and i E Eventsgrowth_sites(r) 
” Eventsgrowth-sites(r’), cf. Fig. 3. In particular, growth-sites(r) is the source of 
gsc(r,r’), and growth-sites(r’) is the target of gsc(r,r’). 
We now state the key observation underlying our decision procedure: the growth-site 
correspondence of a pair of runs r.t and r’.t’ is determined up to isomorphism by the 
isomorphism class of the growth-site correspondence between r and r’. 
Definition 2.18. Let /? and y be partial functions whose source and target are pomsets. 
We say that /_4 and y are isomorphic, written /3 x y, iff there is a pair of functions 
(Z,J) such that 
l Z is an isomorphism between source(p) and source(y), 
l J is an isomorphism between target(b) and target(y), and 
l yoZ=Jofl. 
Lemma 2.19. Let rl,rz be transition-sequences and t a transition of net N; likewise 
for ri,r& t’ of net N’. Zf gsc(rl,ri) M gsc(rI,ri), then gsc(rl.t,r{.t’) M gsc(rz.t,ri.t’). 
Proof. Let (Z, J) be the isomorphism between gsc(rl, ri) and gsc(rz,ri), noting that 
both gsc(rt, rf ) and gsc(r2,ri) are defined. 
We define the function I’ to be 
Z’(i) = 
Ir2.tl if i = Irl.tl, 
z(i) 
if i E Eventsgrowth_sites(r,.t) and i # Irl .tl, 
and define the function J’ to be 
J’W = 
Iri.t’l if j = Iri.t’l, 
J(j) 
if j E Eventsgrowth-sites(rI.r’) 
and j # Ir{.t’l. 
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By Proposition 2.15, I’ and J’ are total functions on Eventsgrowth_sires(r,,t) and 
Eventsgrowth-sites(r:.tI), respectively. Definition 2.13, Proposition 2.15, and the prop- 
erties of Z and J imply that I’ is an isomorphism between growth-sites(rr.t) and 
growth-sites(r2.t), and J’ is an isomorphism between growth-sites(r{.t’) and 
growth-sites(r&t’). The details are omitted. 
In order to prove that gsc(rz.t,r:.t’) o I’ = J’ o gsc(rl.t,r{.t’), we first show 
that gsc(rl.t,ri.t’) is defined iff gsc(r2.t,ri.t’) is defined. For one direction, suppose 
that gsc(ri .t, ri.t’) is defined; thus, r1.t and ri .t’ are synchronous and t and t’ have 
the same label, Furthermore, since gsc(r2,ri) is defined, we have that r2 and ri 
are synchronous and IQ] = ]r.$]. By Proposition 2.12, it remains to show that the 
maximal causes of event (r2.tl are the same in the transition-pomsets of r2.t 
and ri.t’. For one direction, let event k be a maximal cause of event Ir2.tl in the 
transition-pomset of r2.t; Proposition 2.14 implies that k E gruwthsites(r2). Since 
Z is an isomorphism between growth-sites(q) and growthsites(r2), it follows that 
Z-‘(k) E growthsites and that event Z-‘(k) is a maximal cause of event Iq.tl 
in the transition-pomset of r1.t; the details are straightforward but slightly tedious 
and are omitted. Since r1.t and ri.t’ are synchronous, Proposition 2.12 implies that 
event Z-‘(k) is also a maximal cause of event Iri.t’l in the transition-pomset of r{.t’, 
r{[Z-l(k)] and t’ are not statically concurrent, and Z-‘(k) E growth-sites(r’,). Defi- 
nitions 2.13, 2.17, and 2.18 and our definition of (Z,J) then imply that ri[Z-l(k)] = 
rG[J(Z-l(k))] = r;[k], and so ri[k] and t’ are not statically concurrent; hence, 
event k must cause event Ir&t’I in the transition-pomset of rl.t’. The other direc- 
tion is analogous, and so the maximal causes of event Irz.t( are the same in the 
transition-pomsets of r2.t and ri.t’. Thus, by Proposition 2.12, r2.t and ri.t’ are 
synchronous, proving that gsc(rz.t, ri.t’) is defined. The proof of the other direction, 
namely that gsc(rl.t,r{.t’) is defined whenever gsc(rz.t,ri.t’) is defined, is analogous 
and omitted. 
We now show that gsc(r2.t,ri.t’) o I’ = J’ o gsc(rl.t,r’,.t’). For one direction, let 
i be some event on which gsc(rz.t,ri.t’) o I’ is defined. It then follows by Defini- 
tion 2.17 and the definition of I’ that i E growth-site.s(rl.t), Z’(i) E growth-sites(rz.t)n 
growth-sites(r&t’), and gsc(rg.t,r&t’) is defined; thus, by the above proof, gsc(rl.t, ri.t’) 
is defined, Irl.tl = Ir{.t’l, and lrz.tl = Ir&t’l. For one case, suppose that i # Irl.tl; 
then Z’(i) = Z(i) # Ir&t’l and thus by Proposition 2.15, i E growth-sites(q), Z’(i) E 
growthsites n growth-sites(ri), and ri[Z’(i)] # t’. Since by assumption, gsc(rt, ri) 
and gsc(rz,ri) are defmed and gsc(r2,ri) o Z = J o gx(rl,r{), it follows that (J o 
gsc(rl,r{))(i) = Z’(i). Thus, i E growthsites( Z’(i) = J(i), and ri[i] = ri[J(i)] = 
ri[Z’(i)], and so ri[i] # t’. Proposition 2.15 then implies that i E growth-sites(r:.t’), 
and so J’ o gsc(rl.t, ri.t’) is defined on i. Furthermore, 
(gsc(r24r&t’)oZ’)(i)=(gschr~) oZ)(i)=(J 0 gsc(rl,ri))(i)=(J’ ogsc(q.t,r[.t’))(i) 
proving this case. The other case is similar and are omitted. The proof of the other 
direction is analogous. Cl 
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The size of the growth-sites of any transition-sequence of a net is obviously bounded 
by the number of transitions in that net. We can thus easily conclude that the number 
of isomorphism classes of growth-site correspondences between transition-sequences 
of nets N and N’ is bounded by an exponential in the maximum of the number of 
transitions in N and N’. 
We thus have: 
Theorem 2.20. For any finite nets N and N’, there is a deterministic finite-state 
automaton recognizing the set of pairs of synchronous transition-sequences of N and 
N’. If rn and m’ are the number of transitions in N and N’, respectively, then the 
number of states in the automaton is bounded by c”‘~{~~~‘)~ for some fixed constant 
c > 1. 
Proof. The states of the automaton are the isomorphism classes of growth-site corre- 
spondences between transition-sequences of N and N’. A state B moves to a state y 
via a pair (t,t’) of transitions iff /I is the isomorphism class of gsc(r,r’) and y is the 
isomorphism class of gsc(r.t, r’.t’) for some transition-sequences r and r’ of N and N’, 
respectively. The start state is the isomorphism class of the empty function, and all 
states are accepting. By Lemma 2.19, this automaton is deterministic. 
If (tl, ti ) . . . (9, t;) is in the language of the automaton, then by Lemma 2.19, the final 
state reached must be the isomorphism class of gsc(tl . . . tk, tf . . . tt ). Hence, this growth- 
site correspondence is defined, and so tl . . . tk and ti . . . t: are synchronous. Conversely, 
if tl . . , tk and ti . . . ti are synchronous, then all their equal-length prefixes are syn- 
chronous, and so gsc(tl . . . ti, ti . . . ti) is defined for all 0 < i < k. Hence, by Lemma 2.19 
and the definition of the automaton, (tl, t{). ..(tk,tL) is in its language. 0 
Since the runs of a finite net are finite-state recognizable by the (necessarily deter- 
ministic) transition system of the net itself, and since finite-state recognizable sets are 
closed under intersection and renaming input symbols, we conclude: 
Corollary 2.21. For any finite nets N and N’, there is a finite-state automaton whose 
language is the set of runs r of N for which there is some run r’ of N’ such that 
r and r’ are synchronous. If m and m’ are the number of transitions in N and N’, 
respectively, and n and n’ are the number of places in N and N’, respectively, then 
the number of states in the automaton is bounded by dmax~m~“‘)2+max~“~“‘) for some 
fixed constant d > 1. 
Proof. The number of states in the deterministic automaton that recognizes the set of 
pairs of runs of N and N’ is b”“{“j”‘) fo r some fixed constant b > 1. The intersec- 
tion of this automaton with that of Theorem 2.20 has number of states bounded by 
dmax{“~“‘~2+max{“~“‘~ for some fixed constant d > 1. Then renaming each input sym- 
bol (t, t’) by symbol t does not change the number of states and yields the desired 
automaton. 0 
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It is fairly straightforward to show that such an automaton can in fact be constructed 
in space proportional to the size of its transition table. The desired decidability result 
then follows as a corollary. 
Theorem 2.22. The pomset-trace equivalence problem for finite nets without hidden 
transitions can be decided in space exponential in the number of places and transitions 
in the nets. 
Proof. By Lemma 2.10 and Corollary 2.21, N LPt N’ iff the language of the finite-state 
automaton given in Corollary 2.21 is the set of all runs of N. It is easy to construct 
another finite-state automaton, of essentially the same size, recognizing the runs of N. 
So N EPr N’ iff these automata recognize the same language. But language equivalence 
is checkable in space proportional to the size of the automata [lo]. 0 
2.2. Nets with hidden transitions 
We now show how the results above extend to nets which may contain hidden 
transitions. We begin by modifying our definition of “synchronous” to take account 
of hidden transitions. This new definition will coincide with Definition 2.9 for nets 
without hidden transitions. 
Definition 2.23. Let r = tl . . . tn and r’ = t[ . . . tk be transition-sequences of nets N and 
N’, respectively. Let ar,rr be the partial function on the integers such that ar,rl(i) = j 
iff ti is the kth transition of r with a visible label and tj is the kth transition of r’ with 
a visible label, for some (necessarily unique) k. Then r and r’ are synchronous iff ar,r/ 
is an isomorphism between the visible-pomset of r and the visible-pomset of r’. In 
particular, if r and r’ are synchronous, then they have the same number of occurrences 
of visible transitions. 
Lemma 2.10 continues to hold for this generalized notion of synchronous: 
Lemma 2.24. Let r and r’ be runs of nets N and N’, respectively. If the pomset-traces 
of r and r’ are isomorphic, then there is some run r” of N’ such that 
l the transition-pomsets of r’ and r” are isomorphic, and 
l r and r” are synchronous. 
Proof. The proof extends that of Lemma 2.10. Let Z be the isomorphism between the 
pomset-trace of r and the pomset-trace of r’, and let q and q’, respectively, be the 
transition-pomsets of r and r’. Clearly, r and r’ must contain the same number, k, of 
occurrences of transitions with visible labels. For 1 <i <k, we define vis,(i) to be the 
index of the ith visible transition-occurrence in r; that is, vis,(i) = m, where r[m] is the 
(necessarily unique) ith transition of r with a visible label. We let v be the sequence 
of visible transition-occurrences obtained from r’ by applying I elementwise to visible 
transitions of r; that is, v[i] = r’[Z(vis,(i))] for all 1 <i<k. We then obtain r” by 
“padding” v with sequences wi of hidden transition-occurrences of r’; each composite 
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sequence WI . . . Wi will contain exactly the hidden transition-occurrences of r’ that are 
necessary for the ~[l], . . . , u[i] to fire. In order to define the wi, we first define z’, for 
1 < i < k, to be the ascending sequence of indices of the “remaining” hidden transition- 
occurrences that causally precede r’[Z(uis,(i))]. Furthermore, we define zk+i to be the 
sequence of indices of “left-over” hidden transition-occurrences of r’. 
zi = the ascending sequence over the set 
{j <q’ Z(+(i)) : r’[j] is a hidden transition and j yfq,Z(u&(n)) for all n < i}, 
Zk+l = the ascending sequence over the set 
{j< lr’l : r’[j] is a hidden transition and j #,,Z(uis,(n)) for all n<k}. 
We then define r” to be the sequence wtv[ l]w2~[2]. . . u[k]wk+l, where each W’ is 
the sequence of transition-occurrences of r’ corresponding to zi; that is, lw’] = ]zi) 
and wi[n] = r’[zi[n]] for all 1 <n<]zi]. Hence, for all 1 <i<k, r”[uis,tt(i)] = u[i] = 
r’[Z(uis,(i))]. 
Let 
C(i) = if for some (necessarily unique) n and hidden transition t 
m r”[i] is the nth occurrence of t in r”, and 
r’[m] is the nth occurrence of t in r’. 1 
Z(uis,(uis;!(i))) if r”[i] is a visible transition, 
It is straightforward but tedious to show that C is a label-preserving bijection between 
the transition-pomsets of r” and r’; the details are omitted. 
To show that C is an order-isomorphism, it clearly suffices to show that C and C-’ 
preserve proximate causes. Suppose that event i is a proximate cause of event j in 
the transition-pomset of r”; then i < j and transition r”[i] and transition r”[j] are 
not statically concurrent in N’. Then by definition of r” and C, transition r’[C(i)] 
and transition r’[C(j)] are not statically concurrent in N’. For one case, suppose 
that both r”[i] and r”[j] are visible transitions. C(j) < C(i) would imply that event 
C(j) is a proximate cause of event C(i) in the pomset-trace of r’; since Z is an 
isomorphism between the pomset-trace of r and the pomset-trace of r’, it would fol- 
low that event Z-‘(C(j)) causes event I-‘( C(i)) in the pomset-trace of r, and so 
Z-‘(C(j)) < I-‘(C(i)). Clearly, uis, and uis;,’ are monotone functions, implying that 
j < i, a contradiction. Hence C(i) < C(j), and so event C(i) is a proximate cause of 
event C(j) in the transition-pomset of r’, proving this case. 
For another case, suppose that r”[i] is a hidden transition t, and r”[j] is a visible 
transition. Then for some n, r”[i] is the nth occurrence of t in r” and r’[C(i)] is 
the nth occurrence of t in r’. Let n’ be the number of occurrences of t preceding 
r”[ j] in r”; clearly, n’ an since i < j. By definition of r”, r”[j] = u[uis;,‘( j)]; 
hence by definition of the z’, there are distinct 11,. . , I,1 in zo . . .z~~,~;(~) such that 
4111,.  . , r’[&] is each an occurrence of t. Let 1 be the maximum of Zi,...,Z,‘; from 
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the definition of C and the zi, I > C(j) would imply that there is some j’ < j such that 
#[C(j)] is a visible transition and 1 cg’ Co”). Then, clearly, C(j) cq’ 1 cQ’ C(j), 
and so Z(vis,(uis,7,‘(j))) c4’ Z(uis,(uis;!(j’))). Since Z is an isomorphism between the 
pomset-traces of r and r’, it would follow that uisr( uis;! ( j)) < 4 uisr( uis;: (j’)), and so 
uis,(uis;)(j)) < uisr(uis;!(j’)). The monotonicity of uis, and uis;: would then imply 
that j < j’, a contradiction. Thus, 1 < C(j) after all; now, C(j) < C(i) would imply 
that there are n’ >n occurrences of t preceding r’[C(i)] in r’, contradicting the fact 
that r’[C(i)] is the nth occurrence of t in r’. Hence C(i) < C(j), and so event C(i) 
is a proximate cause of event C(j) in the transition-pomset of r’, proving this case. 
The proofs of the other cases and the other direction are similar, and are omitted. 
The proof that r” is a run of N’ is identical to that for Lemma 2.10. 
Clearly, uis,” 0 uis;’ o I-’ is an isomorphism between the pomset-trace of r’ and 
the pomset-trace of r”. Pomset isomorphisms are closed under function composition; 
thus, vi+” 0 uis;’ o I-’ o Z is an isomorphism between the pomset-trace of r and the 
pomset-trace of r”. It follows easily from the definitions of c~~,J’, uisr, and uisr” that 
ar,r” = vi+’ 0 uis; ’ , proving that r and r” are synchronous, and completing the proof 
of the lemma. 0 
The notion of maximal cause must now be sharpened to be a maximal visible cause. 
Definition 2.25. Let N be a net, let p be a transition-pomset of N, and let e,e’ E 
Events,. Event e’ is a maximal visible cause of event e in p providing Z,(e’) is a 
visible transition of N, e’ <* e and there is no event e” E Events, such that fp(e”) 
is a visible transition of N and e’ cp e” cp e. 
Then Proposition 2.12 generalizes as follows. 
Proposition 2.26. Let r, r’ be transition-sequences and let t, t’ be visible transitions 
of nets N,N’, respectiuely. Then r.t and r’.t’ are synchronous isf 
l r and r’ are synchronous, 
l t and t’ have the same label, and 
l ar,r’ restricted to the maximal uisible causes of euent jr] + 1 in the transition- 
pomset of r.t is a bijection onto the maximal uisible causes of euent ]r’] + 1 in the 
transition-pomset of r’.t’. 
Also, tf t is a hidden transition, then r.t and r’ are synchronous 13 r and r’ are 
synchronous. 
The proof is completely straightforward and omitted. 
The notion of growth-sites extends to hidden transitions as follows. 
Definition 2.27. Let r be a transition-sequence of a net N. Let most-recent(r) be the 
set of most recent firings in r of each transition. Let max-uisible-causes(t,r) be the 
maximal visible causes (in the transition-pomset of r) of the most recent firing in r of 
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transition t. Then growth-sites(r) is the restriction of the transition-pomset of r to 
most-recent(r) U U{ max-visible-cause&&r) : t is a hidden transition}. 
As before, the maximal causes will necessarily be a subset of the events in the growth- 
sites. 
Proposition 2.28. Let r = tl . . . t,, be a transition-sequence and t be a visible transition 
of a net N. Then the maximal causes of event n + 1 in the visible-pomset of r.t are 
a subset of the events of growth-sites(r). 
Proof. Suppose event i of the visible-pomset of r.t is a maximal cause of event n + 1. 
For one case, suppose that event i is also a maximal cause of n + 1 in the transition- 
pomset of r.t; then i E most-recent(r) by a proof identical to that of Proposition 2.14. 
For the other case, there must be some event k in the transition-pomset of r.t such 
that tk is a hidden transition, event i causes event k, and event k is a maximal cause 
of event n + 1. It follows by the same reasoning as in the proof of Proposition 2.14 
that event k must be the most-recent firing of transition tk in r. Therefore, event i not 
being in growth-sites(r) would imply that event i is not a maximal visible cause of 
event k. There would thus be some event j in the transition-pomset of r such that tj is 
a visible transition, event i causes event j, and event j causes event k. But this would 
contradict event i being a maximal cause of n + 1 in the visible-pomset of r.t. q 
We now observe that the growth-sites of transition-sequence r.t are fully determined 
by t, the growth-sites of r, and the static concurrency relation of N. 
Proposition 2.29. Let r be a transition-sequence and t a transition of a net N. Then 
an event i is a visible cause of event ]r.tl in the transition-pomset of r.t 1j7 i E 
growth-sites(r), r[i] is a visible transition, and there is some event j E growth-sites(r) 
such that transition r[j] and t are not statically concurrent, and either event i causes 
event j in growth-sites(r) or i = j. Furthermore, an event i is a maximal visible cause 
of event ]r.t] in the transition-pomset of r.t @event i is a visible cause of event ]r.tl 
in the transition-pomset of r.t and there is no event k E growth-sites(r) such that 
event i causes event k in growth-sites(r) and event k is a visible cause of event ]r.t] 
in the transition-pomset of r.t. 
The proposition is a straightforward consequence of Proposition 2.14; the details are 
omitted. 
Proposition 2.30. Let r = tl . . . t,, be a transition-sequence of a net N. Then 
most-recent(r) 
= {i E growth-sites(r) : there is no event j E growth-sites(r) 
such that j > i and Igrowth-sites(r)(i) = lgrowth-sites(r)(j)}. 
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Furthermore, 
max-visible-causes(tk, r) 
= {i E growth-sites(r) : there is some event j E most-recent(r) 
such that lgrowth-&es(r)(j) = tk and 
event i is a maximal visible cause of event j
in growth-sites(r)}. 
The proposition is a simple consequence of Definition 2.27; the details are omitted. 
Proposition 2.31. Let r be a transition-sequence and t a transition of a net N. Then 
growth-sites(r.t) 
= {]r.t]} U {i E growth-sites(r) : either i E most-recent(r) and r[i] # t 
or i E max-visible-causes(t’, r) 
for some hidden transition t’ # t 
or i E max-visible-causes(t, r. )
and t is a hidden transition}. 
Proof. Clearly, event ]r.t] is the most-recent tiring of transition t in r.t, and the most- 
recent firing of any other transition is the same in r and r.t. Furthermore, the maximal 
visible causes of the most-recent occurrence of any hidden transition other than t are 
the same in the transition-pomsets of r and r.t, from which the highlighted equality 
immediately follows. 0 
As an immediate consequence of the preceding three propositions, we have: 
Proposition 2.32. Let r be a transition-sequence and t a transition of a net N. Then 
growth-sites(r.t) is fully determined by t, growth-sites(r), and the static concurrency 
relation of N. 
Our definition of growth-site correspondences is also modified accordingly; this new 
definition will coincide with Definition 2.17 for nets without hidden transitions. 
Definition 2.33. Let r and r’ be transition-sequences of nets N and N’, respectively. 
Then gsc(r, r’) is defined iff r and r’ are synchronous. Furthermore, if r and r’ are 
synchronous, then gsc(r, r’) is the l-l partial function fi: growth-sites(r)+growth- 
sites(r’) such that 
graMB) = graHr(a,r~ ) n (Events(growth-sites(r)) X Events(growth-sites(r’)) ). 
In particular, growth-sites(r) is the source of gsc(r, r’), and growth-sites(r’) is the 
target of gsc(r, r’). 
Again, the growth-site correspondences are significant only up to isomorphism. 
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Lemma 2.34. Let rl, r2 be transition-sequences of net N and let r{, ri be transition- 
sequences of net N’. Zf gsc(rl, ri) x gsc(rz,ri), then 
l gsc(rl.t,ri.t’) M gsc(r2.t,ri.t’) for any pair of visible transitions t and t’ of N and 
N’, respectively. 
l gsc(rl.t,r{) M gsc(rz.t, ri) for any hidden transition t of N. 
l gsc(r1,ri.t’) M gsc(r2,ri.t’) for any hidden transition t’ of N’. 
The proof is a straightforward but tedious adaptation of the proof of Lemma 2.19 
and uses Definitions 2.4, 2.23, 2.27, and 2.33, and Propositions 2.26, 2.32, and 2.28, 
instead of the corresponding definitions and propositions in the previous section. The 
details are omitted. 
We note that it follows from Definition 2.27 that the size of the growth-sites of any 
transition-sequence of a net is bounded by the square of the number of transitions in 
that net. 
We remark that, in order to allow hidden transitions to move independently, the 
alphabet of the automaton of Theorem 2.20 is generalized to pairs (u,~‘), where either 
u and u’ are both visible transitions of the respective nets, or exactly one of u and 
u’ is a hidden transition of the respective net and the other is a special symbol l . 
We refer to any sequence w of such pairs as a e-pair-sequence, and for i = 1,2, we 
write proji(w) to denote the projection of w onto its ith component alphabet, with all 
occurrences of l omitted. 
Theorem 2.35. For any jinite nets N and N’, there is a deterministic finite-state au- 
tomaton recognizing the set of pairs of synchronous transition-sequences of N and N’. 
Zf m and m’ are the number of transitions in N and N’, respectively, then the number 
of states in the automaton is bounded by I?‘~{~,““)~ for some fixed constant c > 1. 
Proof. The states of the automaton are the isomorphism classes of growth-site corre- 
spondences between transition-sequences of N and N’. A state /? moves to a state y 
via a pair (t, t’) of transitions iff /.I is the isomorphism class of gsc(r, r’) and y is the 
isomorphism class of gsc(r.t, r’.t’) for some transition-sequences r and r’ of N and N’, 
respectively. A state p moves to a state y via a pair (t, l ) iff /3 is the isomorphism class 
of gsc(r, r’) and y is the isomorphism class of gsc(r.t,r’) for some transition-sequences 
r and r’ of N and N’, respectively; a similar definition applies to pairs (0, t’). The start 
state is the isomorphism class of the empty function, and all states are accepting. By 
Lemma 2.34, this automaton is deterministic. 
If w = (ui, u{). . . (uk, u:) is in the language of the automaton, then by Lemma 2.34, 
the final state reached must be the isomorphism class of gsc(projl(w),proj2(w)). 
Hence, this growth-site correspondence is defined, and so projl(w) and proj,(w) 
are synchronous. Conversely, if proj,(w) and projz(w) are synchronous, then 
gsc(projl(w’), projz(w’)) is defined for all prefixes w’ of w. Hence, by Lemma 2.34 
and the definition of the automaton, w is in its language. 0 
As before, we conclude: 
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Corollary 2.36. For any finite nets N and N’, there is a jnite-state automaton whose 
language is the set of runs r of N for which there is some run r’ of N’ such that 
r and r’ are synchronous. If m and m’ are the number of transitions in N and N’, 
respectively, and n and n’ are the number of places in N and N’, respectively, then 
the number of states in the automaton is bounded by dmax{m~“‘)4+m”{“~“‘) for some 
fixed constant d > 1. 
Proof. The number of states in the deterministic automaton whose alphabet consists of 
o-pairs and that recognizes the set of pairs of runs of N and N’ is bmax{n*n’l for some 
fixed constant b > 1. The intersection of this automaton with that of Theorem 2.35 
has number of states bounded by dmax{m,m’)4+max{“~R’) for some fixed constant d > 1. 
Then renaming each input symbol (t, t’) by symbol t, renaming each input symbol 
(t, l ) by t, and renaming each input symbol (0, t’) by E does not change the number 
of states and yields the desired automaton. 0 
The earlier argument without hidden transitions now carries over. 
Theorem 2.37. The pomset-trace equivalence problem for finite nets that may contain 
hidden transitions can be decided in space exponential in the number of places and 
transitions in the nets. 
Proof. Since, language equivalence of automata with a-moves is decidable in space 
proportional to the size of the automata [lo], the proof of the theorem is identical to 
that of Theorem 2.22, except that it uses Lemma 2.24 and Corollary 2.36. 0 
3. History-preserving bisimulation and pomset-bisimulation 
In this section, we assume that all nets may contain r-labeled transitions. We begin 
by defining history-preserving bisimulation on nets. Our definition induces the same 
equivalence as that of [2,19,23,31,27]. 
Definition 3.1. A set Z of triples of the form (r, r’, f) is a history-preserving bisim- 
ulation between nets N and N’ iff 
1. If (r, r’, f) E X, then r and r’ are runs of N and N’, respectively, and f is an 
isomorphism between pomset-trace(r) and pomset-trace(#). 
2. (E, E, 0) E S, where E is the empty transition-sequence. 
3. If (r, r’, f) E A? and r.t is a run of N, then there is some, possibly empty, 
sequence of transitions t{ . . . t; and some function f’ such that ((r.t),(r’.ti . . . t;), f’) 
E A? and f’ restricted to pomset-trace(r) equals f. 
4. If (r, r’, f) E 2 and r’.t’ is a run of N’, then there is some, possibly empty, 
sequence of transitions tl . ..tk and some function f’ such that ((r.tl . ..tk).(r’.t’), f’) 
E &’ and f’ restricted to pomset-trace(r) equals f. 
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We say that N and N’ are history-preserving bisimilar iff there exists a history- 
preserving bisimulation relating them. 
Vogler [27,29] has given an alternate characterization of history-preserving bisim- 
ulation based on partially ordered sets of places, together with a decidability result. 
We give an alternate proof based on the approach presented in Section 2. We recall 
that the finite automaton described in Theorem 2.35 is deterministic, and we let up- 
date refer to its state-transition function. Furthermore, for any o-pair-sequence w and 
any gsc /I, we write update(/l, w) to mean the successive application of update to 
each of the pairs in w. For any net N, we write init to denote the initial marking 
of N. 
Definition 3.2. A set 3 of triples of the form (M,M’,fi) is a gsc-bisimulation between 
nets N and N’ iff 
1. If (M, M’, /I) E B, then M and M’ are markings of N and N’, respectively, and 
/I is an isomorphism class of growth-site correspondences between N and N’. 
2. (init(N),init(N’),Q)) E 9. 
3. If (MM’, fi) E B and M [t)Mt for some transition t and some marking MI, 
then there is some marking MI and some o-pair-sequence w such that projl(w) = t, 
M’ [pw2w)q and (M~,Ml,update(/?,w)) E 9. 
4. Vice versa; if (M,M’, /?) E 3 and M’ [t’)M{ for some transition t’ and some 
marking M{, then there is some marking Mi and some o-pair-sequence w such that 
projz(w) = t’, A4 [projl(w))Ml and (Mi,M,‘, update@, w)) E ‘9. 
We say that N and N’ are gsc-bisimilar iff there exists a gsc-bisimulation relating them. 
Lemma 3.3. Nets are history-preserving bisimilar @ they are gsc-bisimilar. 
hoof. For one direction, let X be a history-preserving bisimulation between nets N 
and N’. Let 
9 = {(M,M’,gsc(r, r’)) : ( r, r’, gsc(r, r’)) E SF, init [r)M and init [r’)M’}. 
Property (1) and (2) of Definition 3.2 follow easily from Definitions 2.33 and 3.1; 
the details are omitted. To prove property (3), let (MM’,/?) E B and let transition t 
and marking Mi be such that A4 [t)Ml . Clearly, there must be some (r, r’, gsc(r, r’)) E 
X such that /I = gsc(r, r’), init(N)[r)M, and init(N’)[r’)M’. By Definition 3.1, 
r.t is a run of N, and so property (3) of Definition 3. I implies the existence of 
some, possibly empty, sequence of transitions ti . . . tl, and some function f' such 
that ((r.t), (r’.ti . . . ti), f’) E A? and f’ restricted to pomset-trace(r) equals gsc(r, r’). 
Definition 3.1 implies that f’ is an isomorphism between the pomset-traces of r.t 
and r’.ti . . . t& from which it then follows easily from Definition 2.33 that f’ = 
gsc(r.t, r’.t{ . . . t:). The definition of *-sequences, the definition of update, and the def- 
inition of Q then immediately imply that property (3) of Definition 3.2 must hold for 
B. A similar proof holds for property (4), and hence 9 is a gsc-bisimulation. 
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For the other direction, let $9 be a gsc-bisimulation between nets N and N’. We define 
the set of triples X inductively as follows. For the basis step, let 2 = {(E, E, 0)). For 
one inductive step, if (r, r’, f) E ST, and for some t, t{ . . . ti, 
1. r.t is a run of N, r’.ti . . . ti is a run of N’, and 
2. (M,M’, gsc(r.t, r’.ti . . . t;)) E 9, where init [r.t)M and init [r’.ti . . . tL)M’, 
then (r.t,r’.ti . . . t:, clr.t,rr.l;.,.t;) E A?. 
For the other inductive step, if (r, r’,f) E 2, and for some tl . . . tk, t’, 
1. r.tl... tk is a run of N, r’.t’ is a run of N’, and 
2. (M,M’, gsc(r.tl . . , tk, r’.t’)) E 3, where init [r.tl . . . tk)M and init [r’.t’)M’, 
then (r.tl . . . 9, r’.t’, &.t,...tk~‘.t’ ) E z. 
By the definition of gsc and the CY, it is clear that properties (1) and (2) of Definition 3.1 
hold for &‘. To prove (3), suppose that (r, r’, f) E &’ and r.t is a run of N. Then 
(M,M’,gsc(r, r’)) E ‘3, where init(N)[r)M and init(N’)[r’)M’. Let Ml be the marking 
such that init [r.t)Ml. Then by the definition of gsc-bisimulations, there is some 
marking Mi’ and some *-pair-sequence w such that projl(w) = t, M’ [projz(w))M,’ 
and (M~,M{,updute(gsc(r, r’),w) E ‘3. Let projz(w) = ti . . . ti; then by definition, 
updute(gsc(r, ’),w) is isomorphic to gsc(r.t,r’.ti . . . t;), so (r.t,r’.ti . , . .‘, a,r,rt.,;...t;) E 
SW. It is easy to see by the definition of u that a r.‘,r’.t;...‘; restricted to the pomset-trace 
of r is equal to c+,r’, which is in turn equal to f, proving this case. The proof of (4) 
is analogous. 0 
As in Section 2.2, it is easy to see that for any finite net, the number of triples 
(MM’, /?) is bounded by an exponential in the sizes of the nets. We use this fact in 
our decision procedure. 
Theorem 3.4. For finite nets that may contain hidden transitions, history-preserving 
bisimulation can be decided in deterministic time exponential in the number of places 
and transitions in the nets. 
Proof. The algorithm to decide history-preserving bisimulation of nets N and N’ is sim- 
ilar to the decision procedure for (interleaving) bisimulation by successive refinement. 
We start with a set 90 that contains all possible triples, and each step, we shrink this 
set. Specifically, we define inductively: 
5%~ = {(IV, M’, p) : M,M’ are markings of N, N’, 
and /I is a gsc-isomorphism class between N and N’} 
9’+i = {(M,M’,fi) E 9’ : for every transition t and marking Mi with M [t)Ml, 
there is some marking A4{ and some a -pair-sequence w 
such that projl(w) = t, M’[proj2(w))M[, 
and (MI,M[, update(b, w)) E 9’ 
and vice-versa} 
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We now show that N and N’ are gsc-bisimilar iff 
(i&(N), init( 8) E gk 
for any k that exceeds the number of possible triples (M,M’, /I). For one direc- 
tion, let 9’ be a gsc-bisimulation between N and N’. Using Definition 3.2, a sim- 
ple induction on i shows that 9’ c 9i for all i 20. Since Definition 3.2 implies that 
(i&(N), init(N’),0) E Y’, we have that (init( init(N’),0) E $k, as desired. For 
the other direction, we observe that for all i, $?i+l is either a strict subset of Bi or 
9i = %j for all j > i. Since k is greater than the number of triples, it immediately 
follows that gk = %k+i. Thus, by Definition 3.2 and the definition of the %i, %k is a 
gsc-bisimulation whenever it contains (init( init( 0). 
We observe that k is easily bounded by an exponential in the sizes of N and N’. It 
is also easy to check that yk can be computed in DEXPTIME in the size of N and N’ 
(using a transitive closure technique as in [ 131 to calculate the existence of a o-pair- 
sequence w). Thus, it can be checked in deterministic time exponential in the number 
of places and transitions in N and N’ whether (init(N),init(N’), 0) E %k, and hence 
the theorem follows easily from Lemma 3.3. 0 
We now defme pomset-bisimulation. Our definition induces the same equivalence as 
that of [3,23,31]. 
Definition 3.5. A set 9’ of pairs of the form (M,M’) is a pomset-bisimulation between 
nets N and N’ iff 
1. If (M,M’) E 9, then M and M’ are markings of N and N’, respectively. 
2. (init(N),init(N’)) E 8. 
3. If (M,M’) E B and M[r)M, f or some transition-sequence r and some marking 
Ml, then there is some transition-sequence r’ and some marking MI such that the 
pomset-traces of r and r’ are isomorphic, M’[r’)M{, and (Ml,Mi) E 8. 
4. Vice versa; if (M,M’) E 9 and M’ [r’)Mi for some transition-sequence r’ and 
some marking M{, then there is some transition-sequence r and some marking MI such 
that the pomset-traces of r and r’ are isomorphic, M [r)Ml, and (Ml,M[) E 9. 
We say that N and N’ are pomset-bisimilar iff there exists a pomset-bisimulation 
relating them. 
Theorem 3.6. For finite nets that may contain hidden transitions, pomset-bisimulation 
can be decided in space exponential in the number of places and transitions in the 
nets. 
Proof. The algorithm to decide pomset-bisimulation of nets N and N’ is also by suc- 
cessive refinement. We start with a set 90 that contains all possible pairs, and each 
step, we shrink this set. Specifically, we define inductively: 
Bc = {(M,M’) : M,M’ are markings of N, N’} 
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Bi+l = {(M,M’) E Bi : for every transition-sequence r and marking n/r, with 
M [r)Ml, there is some transition-sequence r’ and some marking M[ 
such that the pomset-traces of r and rf are isomorphic, 
M’ [r’)M,‘, and (Ml, M,‘) E Bi 
and vice-versa} 
It is straightforward to show that N and N’ are pomset-bisimilar iff 
(i&(N), init( E 9$ 
for any k that exceeds the number of pairs, and this number is easily bounded by an 
exponential in the sizes of N and N’. To compute each pi+,, we use the following 
straightforward modification of the decision procedure for pomset-trace equivalence. 
For each pair (A4,M’) E Bi, let NM be N, except that the initial marking of NM is M 
(rather than i&(N)); net Nh, is defined similarly. As in the proof of Corollary 2.36, 
we intersect the automaton that recognizes the set of pairs of runs of NM and Nh, with 
the automaton of Theorem 2.35 constructed for NM and N,$. Each state of the resulting 
automaton is a pair of the form (8, (Ml,&‘)), where Mt is a state of NM and MI is a 
state of Nh,. For each state (/?, (Ml ,M[)), we now add a new Mt -labeled transition iff 
(it4t, M[) E Pi; all such transitions lead to a single new, accepting state. All other states 
of the automaton are defined to be non-accepting. We then relabel the other transitions 
(u, u’) as in the proof of Corollary 2.36. Thus, the language of this automaton is all pairs 
(r,M,.) of runs r and corresponding final marking A4, of NM for which there is some 
run r’ and corresponding final marking M,!, of N’ M, such that r and r’ are synchronous 
and (M,,M,!, ) E Bi. It is easy to see that the transition table of this modified automaton 
remains exponential in the sizes of N and N’. (An similar automaton is also constructed 
whose language is all pairs (r’,Mi, ) of runs r’ and corresponding final marking Mi, 
of Nh, for which there is some run r and corresponding final marking M, of NM such 
that r and r’ are synchronous and (M,,M,!, ) E pi.) 
By Proposition 2.8, Definition 2.23, and Lemma 2.24, it is then straightforward to 
show that (M,M’) E Yi+l iff (1) the language of the finite-state automaton given above 
is the set of all pairs (r,M,) such that r is a run of NM and M[r)M,, and (2) the 
language of the similar automaton constructed for Nh, is the set of all pairs (r’,M,., ) 
such that r’ is a run of Nh, and M’ [r’)M,t. It is easy to construct other finite-state 
automata of essentially the same size, recognizing the set of such pairs (r,M,.) or the 
set of such pairs (r’,M,.t ). SO (M,M’) E 9ii+l iff each of the two appropriate pairs 
of automata recognize the same language. Since language equivalence is checkable in 
space proportional to the size of the automata [lo], each Pi can be computed in space 
exponential in the size of N and N’, and hence so can Pk. 0 
4. Deciding other true concurrency equivalences 
We begin with the standard interleaving equivalences [5,16,25] for processes repre- 
sented as labeled transition systems. These equivalences apply straightforwardly to nets. 
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Definition 4.1. Let TS = (S, Act U {T}, -,~hit) and TS’ = (S’, Act’ U {z}, --t’,S6it) 
be labeled transition systems. We say that a state s is divergent iff s can perform an 
infinite sequence of z-actions. A failure set of a state s is any set of visible actions, a, 
that are not enabled at s, even after further performing any finite sequence of z-labeled 
actions; that is, s +%. Then: 
traces( TS) ‘Z=’ {V E Act* : Sinit A}, 
9(TS)kf {(v,F) : u E Act*, F C_ Act, and there is some state s such that 
Sinit & s and F is a failure set of s} 
U{(v,F) : v E 9(TS) and F&Act} 
9(TS)d”’ {v .D’ : u, v’ E Act* and Sinit =% s for some divergent state s}. 
We say that TS and TS’ are trace-equivalent iff traces(TS) = traces(TS’), and are 
failures-equivalent iff 9( TS) = 9( TS’) and F( TS) = 9( TS’). 
We say that TS and TS’ are strongly bisimilar iff there exists a relation 98 s S x S’ 
such that 
1. (Si&,b&) E g. 
2. If (s,s’) E a and s % s1 for some a E Act U(z), then there is some s{ such 
that s’ A si and (s~,s’,) E g. 
3. If (s,s’) E 98 and s’ 5 s{ for some a E Act U(z), then there is some s1 such 
that s -% SI and (sl,s’,) E 99. 
We say that TS and TS’ are weakly bisimilar iff there exists a relation WW C S x S’ 
such that 
1. (Si&,S&) E WL?#. 
2. If (s,s’) E YT98 and s & s1 for some a E Act U(E), then there is some s{ such 
that s’ 4 s{ and (Q,s’,) E -w^B. 
3. If (s,s’) E #‘-a and s’ =% si for some a E Act U(E), then there is some s1 such 
that s &- s1 and (sl,si) E 9T9??. 
We say that TS and TS’ are delay bisimilar iff there exists a relation 994 C S x S’ 
such that 
1. (&it, Skit) E s+?. 
2. If (s,s’) E 595% and s 5 s1 for some a E Act U(z), then either 
(a) a = z and (sI,s’) E 9W, or 
(b) there exists a path s’ & u’ -% v’ & s{ such that (~1, v’) E 9?+9, and 
<s,,s’,> E 9.99. 
3. If (s,s’) E 999 and s’ -% si for some a E ActU{z}, then either 
(a) a = z and (s,s{ ) E .99?, or 
(b) there exists a path s & u & v & sl such that (v, s{ ) E .9g, and (~1, s{ ) E 
998. 
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We say that TS and TS’ are branching bisimilar iff there exists a relation a.98 G S x S’ 
such that 
1. (si&&J E &7. 
2. If (s,s’) E WW and s 5 si for some a E ActU{z}, then either 
(a) a = T and (si,s’) E 9%‘& or 
(b) there exists a path s’ & u’ A v’ =% s{ such that (s,u’) E 9&?8’, (si,v’) E 
A%&?, and (s,,s;) E 9899. 
3. If (s,s’) E WW and s’ 5 s{ for some a E Act U(z), then either 
(a) a = z and (s,s{) E g9?, or 
(b) there exists a path s &- u A v & si such that (u,s’) E 99% (v, s{ ) E &?8, 
and (si,s;) E 9M. 
These equivalences apply directly to nets. 
Definition 4.2. Any two nets N and N’ are trace equivalent, failures equivalent, 
weakly, strongly, delay and/or branching bisimilar iff their labeled transition systems 
are. 
Since the transition system of a net is a finite-state automaton, the decision procedures 
for the interleaving trace, failure and bisimulation equivalences for nets follow directly 
from the results of Kanellakis and Smolka [ 131 for finite-state automata. 
Theorem 4.3. For Jinite nets that may contain hidden transitions, the trace equiva- 
lence problem and the failure equivalence problem can be decided in space which is 
a product of an exponential in the number of places in the nets and a polynomial in 
the number of transitions in the nets. Furthermore, the strong and weak bisimulation 
problems, the delay bisimulation problem, and the branching bisimulation problem 
can be decided in deterministic time which is a product of an exponential in the 
number of places in the nets and a polynomial in the number of transitions in the 
nets. 
Proof. The transition system of a finite net is a deterministic fmite-state automaton 
whose states correspond to the reachable markings of the net and whose transitions 
correspond to transitions of the net. Let m and m’ be the number of transitions in 
N and N’, respectively, and let n and n’ be the number of places in N and N’, 
respectively. Then the maximum of the number of transitions in these automata is 
bounded by m .2”-{4”‘1, and the maximum of the number of states in these automata 
is bounded by 2maxI”9”‘l. Cl ear y, 1 relabeling each visible transition t with the label 
of t and relabeling each hidden transition t’ with E does not change the sizes of 
the automata. (For strong, delay, and branching bisimulation, hidden transitions are 
relabeled with r.) 
By definition, the finite nets are trace, failures, or bisimulation equivalent iff these 
finite-state automata with E-moves are respectively trace, failures, or bisimulation equiv- 
alent. Trace equivalence of finite-state automata is checkable in space proportional to 
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the size of the automata [13], while bisimulation equivalence is checkable in PTIME 
[13], as are delay bisimulation and branching bisimulation [8]. The decision proce- 
dure for divergence-respecting failures equivalence [5] of finite-state automata is a 
straightforward generalization of Kannelakis and Smolka’s PSPACE decision procedure 
for divergence-blind failures equivalence. 
The decision procedures for most of the other true concurrency equivalences in 
Table 1 then follow from reductions to the corresponding interleaving equivalences, 
which are part of known full abstraction proofs [ 11, 12,28,30]. We begin with perhaps 
the most basic of the true concurrency equivalences, the “step” equivalences. 
Definition 4.4. Let N be a net and let T C TN. We say that T is a step iff all distinct 
ti, tj in T are statically concurrent, and we write vis( T) for the multiset of labels of 
the visible transitions in T. 
T is step-enabled under a marking M iff every ti in T is enabled under M. The 
result of firing T is the marking M’ resulting from successively firing each of the ti in 
T, and we write M [T)M’. A step-run of N is a sequence T, . . . T, of steps such that 
Tl is step-enabled under the initial marking of N, and each Ti is successively enabled 
under the marking resulting from firing TI . . . Ti_ 1. 
The step-trace of a step-run r = T, . . . T,, of N is the sequence of multisets uis( T, ) . . . 
uis(T,). A step-failure of a step-run r = TI . . . T, of N is a pair (uis(T~). . . uis(T,),F), 
where F C Act is a failure set of the marking reached after bring r: that is, for all 
a E Act, no a-labeled transition is enabled in this marking, even after possibly firing 
any finite number of r-transitions. A step-divergence is a step-trace of a step-run after 
which an infinite sequence of r-labeled transitions is enabled. The step-traces of N 
is the set of step-traces of all step-runs of N. The step-D of N is the set of step- 
divergences, closed under “step-extension”; this is the obvious analogue to the set D 
in interleaving failures semantics, cf. Definition 4.1. The step-F of N is the union of 
the sets of step-failures over all step-runs of N, closed under step-D; again, this is the 
obvious step analogue to Definition 4.1. 
Definition 4.5. Let N and N’ be nets. Then N and N’ are step-trace equivalent iff 
they have the same set of step-traces, and are step-failure equivalent iff they have the 
same step-F and step-D. We say that N and N’ are step-bisimilar iff there is some 
relation Y9I C markings(N) x markings such that 
1. If (M,M’) E 9’9~9, then M and M’ are markings of N and N’, respectively. 
2. (init(N),init(N’)) E 9’98. 
3. If (M, M’) E 27.&J and M [ T)Ml for some step T and some marking Ml, then there 
exists some step T’ and some marking M{ such that uis(T) = uis(T’), M’ [T’)M,‘, and 
(Ml,M,‘) E 9’98. 
4. If (M,M’) E YW and M’[T’)M{ for some step T’ and some marking Mi, then 
there exists some step T and some marking MI such that uis( T) = uis(T’), M [T)Ml, 
and (Ml,M;) E 998. 
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Theorem 4.6. For finite nets that may contain hidden transitions, the step-trace quiv- 
alence problem and the step-failure equivalence problem can be decided in space 
exponential in the number of places and transitions in the nets. Furthermore, the 
step-bisimulation problem can be decided in deterministic time exponential in the 
number of places and transitions in the nets. 
Proof. By a known full abstraction result [12], there is a context C[.] involving only a 
self-synchronization operator [12] such that nets N and N’ are step-trace, step-failures, 
or step-bisimulation equivalent iff the nets C[N] and C[N’] are, respectively, trace 
equivalent, failures equivalent, or bisimulation equivalent. In particular, C[.] adds a 
new transition for every set of pairwise statically concurrent transitions, and does not 
add any new places. 
Let m and m’ be the number of transitions in N and N’, respectively, and let n 
and n’ be the number of places in N and N’, respectively. Then the maximum of the 
number of transitions in C[N] and C[N’] is bounded by 2maxim,“‘l, and the maximum 
of the number of places in C[N] and C[N’] is bounded by max{n, n’}. The proof then 
follows easily by Theorem 4.3. 0 
We now consider interval-pomset-trace and interval-pomset-failures equivalence 
[ 11,281, which have been shown there to be fully abstract for action refinement. The 
main idea behind these equivalences is that nets are first “split”, so that every visible 
transition is split into two transitions. The pomsets-traces of these split nets are then 
closed with respect to augmentation of the partial orderings. Finally, this set is re- 
stricted to only those pomsets with a particular “interval ordering”. Pomset-failures are 
similar, except that failure sets and a causal version of divergences are also tracked. 
We omit the precise definitions of these equivalences here. 
The decision procedure for interval-pomset-trace equivalence and interval- 
pomset-failure equivalence relies on a full abstraction result involving action 
refinement. 
Theorem 4.7. For finite nets that may contain hidden transitions, the interval-pomset- 
trace equivalence problem and the interval-pomset-failures quivalence problem can 
be decided in space exponential in the number of places and transitions in the nets. 
Proof. By known full abstraction results [ 11,281, there is a context C[.] built from split 
and choice refinements such that nets N and N’ are interval-pomset-trace equivalent or 
interval-pomset-failures equivalent iff the nets C[N] and C[N’] are, respectively, trace 
equivalent or failures equivalent. In particular, C[.] refines every visible transition by 
the net aT.a, + . .. + a,‘.a,, where a is the label of the visible transition and k is 
bounded by the maximum of the number of transitions in N and N’. 
Let m and m’ be the number of transitions in N and N’, respectively, and let n and n’ 
be the number of places in N and N’, respectively. Then the maximum of the number 
of transitions in C[N] and C[N’] is bounded by 2 .max{m, nz’}’ + 1, and the maximum 
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of the number of places in C[N] and C[N’] is bounded by max{n, n’} +max{m, &}2. 
The proof then follows easily by Theorem 4.3. El 
We now consider the ST-equivalences [22,24], which Vogler [30] has shown co- 
incide with the interval-pomset equivalences. Rather than “splitting” nets, the ST- 
equivalences keep track of possible “half-tied” transitions that are maximal in transition- 
pomsets of runs; we omit the precise definitions here. As an immediate consequence 
of Vogler’s results, we have: 
Theorem 4.8. Fotjinite nets that may contain hidden transitions, the ST-trace equiv- 
alence problem and the ST-failure equivalence problem can be decided in space ex- 
ponential in the number of places and transitions in the nets. Furthermore, the ST- 
bisimulation problem can be decided in deterministic time exponential in the number 
of places and transitions in the nets. 
Proof. The proofs for ST-traces and ST-failures is identical to that of Theorem 4.7, 
while the proof for ST-bisimulation uses the same context C[-] to yield a reduction to 
bisimulation. The desired upper bound then follows by Theorem 4.3. Cl 
Using the decision procedure for history-preserving bisimulation, a similar result 
holds for maximality-preserving bisimulation [7]. 
Definition 4.9. A set 4 of triples of the form (r, r’, f) is a maximality-preserving 
bisimulation between nets N and N’ iff 
1. If (r, r’, f) E A?, then r and r’ are runs of N and N’, respectively, and f is an 
isomorphism between pomset-trace(r) and pomset-trace(#). 
2. (E, E, 0) E 4, where E is the empty transition-sequence. 
3. If (r, r’, f) E A? and r.t is a run of N, then there is some, possibly empty, 
sequence of transitions ti . . . t; and some function f’ such that 
(a) ((r.t), (r’.ti . . . t;), f’) E A’ and f’ restricted to pomset-trace(r) equals f, 
(b) if t is visible and is maximal in the transition-pomset of r.t, then f’(t) is 
maximal in the transition-pomset of r’.t{ . . . t:, 
(c) for all visible ti E r that are maximal in the transition-pomset of r.t, either 
f (ti) is maximal in the transition-pomset of r’.ti . . . ti or f (ti) is not maximal 
in the transition-pomset of r’. 
4. If (r, r’,f) E A and r’.t’ is a run of N’, then there is some, possibly empty, 
sequence of transitions tl . . . tk and some function f’ such that 
(a) ((r.tl . . . tk),(r’.t’),f’) E & and f’ restricted to pomset-trace(r) eqUdS f. 
(b) if t’ is visible and is maximal in the transition-pomset of r’.t’, then f ‘-‘(t’) 
is maximal in the transition-pomset of r.ti . . . tk, 
(c) for all visible ti E r’ that are maximal in the transition-pomset of r’.t’, either 
f-‘(ti) is maximal in the transition-pomset of r.tl . . .tk or f-‘(t:) is not 
maximal in the transition-pomset of r. 
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We say that N and N’ are maximality-preserving bisimilar iff there exists a maximality- 
preserving bisimulation relating them. 
Theorem 4.10. For finite nets that may contain hidden transitions, the maximality- 
preserving bisimulation problem can be decided in deterministic time exponential in 
the number of places and transitions in the nets. 
Proof. Let C[.] be the net context involving split and choice refinements given in 
the proof of Theorem 4.7. Then by a proof similar to that of [26], nets N and N’ 
are maximality-preserving bisimilar iff the nets C[N] and C[N’] are history-preserving 
bisimilar. The theorem is then a simple consequence of Theorem 3.4. 0 
Lastly, our decision procedure for pomset-bisimulation yields one for pomset-ST-bi- 
simulation [31]. As with the interleaving ST-equivalences, “half-fired” transitions in the 
transition-pomsets of rnns are additionally tracked; we omit the precise definition here. 
Theorem 4.11. For finite nets that may contain hidden transitions, the pomset-ST 
bisimulation problem can be decided in space exponential in the number of places 
and transitions in the nets. 
Proof. Let C[.] be the net context involving split and choice refinements given in the 
proof of Theorem 4.7. Then by a proof similar to that of [26], nets N and N’ are 
pomset-ST-bisimilar iff the nets C[N] and C[N’] are pomset-bisimilar. The theorem is 
then a simple consequence of Theorem 3.6. 0 
5. Lower bounds 
The lower bounds for trace equivalence and bisimulation essentially follow from pre- 
vious results of Mayer and Stockmeyer on Mazurkiewicz nets and regular expressions 
with interleaving. In particular, Mayer and Stockmeyer [151 have shown the EXPSPACE- 
hardness of deciding whether the language of a regular expression with interleaving is 
Z*. Our EXPSPACE lower bound for trace equivalence of finite l-safe Petri nets follows 
by a polynomial-time reduction. For expository simplicity, we first give the proof for 
nets that may contain hidden transitions. 
Theorem 5.1. The problem of deciding whether the language of a regular expression 
with interleaving is Z* is polynomial-time reducible to trace equivalence of finite nets 
that may contain hidden transitions. 
Proof. Let Z be a finite alphabet consisting only of visible labels, and let J # Z be 
a visible label. For any regular expression r over Z built from {U, *, -, ) I}, we give an 
inductive translation to finite l-safe nets with labels from C U {z, d}. Each of these 
nets will have exactly one J-labeled transition, and the post-set of this transition will 
be empty. 
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The translation, net, uses net operators defined in [ 111; we do not repeat the defi- 
nitions here. However, we slightly modify the internal choice operator presented there 
to ensure that the resulting nets always have exactly one J-labeled transition. This in 
turn guarantees that the translation net can be performed in polynomial-time; that is, 
for any regular expression r with interleaving, the net net(r) can be constructed in 
deterministic time polynomial in the number of symbols in r. 
For every a E Z, a is the net corresponding to Q.,/. The . operator is modeled by 
the sequencing operator on nets. The * operator applied to a net N adds the initially 
marked places of N to the post-set of its J-labeled transition, relabels the d-transition 
with r, and hooks up a single new ,/-labeled transition to the set of initially marked 
places of N. The union operator applied to nets N and N’ is modeled by the internal 
choice operator on nets except that in addition, the v-labeled transitions of N and N’ 
are relabeled by r, one common new place is added to the postset of both of these 
relabeled transitions, and this new place feeds into a new J-labeled transition. The 
interleaving operator applied to nets N and N’ is modeled by the noncommunicating 
parallel composition operator on nets, in which N and N’ are simply placed side by 
side but required to synchronize on J-labeled transitions. We note that since all nets in 
the target of net have exactly one ,/-labeled transition, the noncommunicating parallel 
composition operator takes only a trivial cross-product of the d-labeled transitions and 
hence adds no extra transitions (or places). This ensures that net is a polynomial-time 
translation in the length of r. 
It is straightforward to show by induction that each of the nets in the target of net 
will immediately reach a deadlocked state whenever its (necessarily unique) J-labeled 
transition fires. Furthermore, this J-labeled can be fired from any reachable marking, 
after first performing a finite, possibly empty, sequence of other transitions. For any 
regular expression r with interleaving, it follows by a simple induction that 
L(r) = {u E C* 1 vJ is a trace of net(r)}, 
where L(r) is the language of r. 
Let Nz. be the finite net with exactly ICI + 1 transitions, each uniquely labeled from 
C U {J}, and exactly one place, which is initially marked and is in the preset of all 
the transitions and in the post-set of all the transitions not labeled with d. The set of 
traces of Nz* is the prefix closure of C* . d. We show that for any regular expression 
r with interleaving, L(r) = C’ iff net(r) and N z* are trace equivalent. One direction 
follows immediately from the equality highlighted above. For the other direction, sup- 
pose L(r) = C*. Since firing the J-labeled transition immediately puts net(r) in a 
deadlocked state, clearly the traces of net(r) are contained in the traces of Nr*. For 
the reverse containment, it follows immediately from the highlighted equality that the 
set Z* . ,/ is contained in the traces of net(r). Since traces are prefix-closed, the set 27 
is also contained in the traces of net(r), and so net(r) and Nz* are trace-equivalent. 
This is a polynomial-time reduction from deciding whether the language of a regular 
expressions with interleaving is C* to trace equivalence of finite nets with hidden 
transitions. 0 
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We then have as a corollary: 
Theorem 5.2. For finite nets that may contain hidden transitions, trace equivalence 
is ExWAcE-hard. 
We now modify the proof of Theorem 5.1 to yield the lower bound for trace equiv- 
alence of finite nets without hidden transitions. 
Theorem 5.3. The problem of deciding whether the language of a regular expression 
with interleaving is Z* is polynomial-time reducible to trace equivalence of finite nets 
without hidden transitions. 
Proof. Let net be the translation defmed in the proof of Theorem 5.1, and let 1 6 
(C* U { ,/}) be a visible label. For any regular expression r with interleaving, we 
define a new translation Net from net(r) as follows: first, we relabel all r-labeled 
transitions in net(r) with the label 1, then for every place s in net(r), we add a new 
l-labeled transition and put it in the preset and postset of the place s (i.e., in a self- 
loop under s), Net(r) is defined to be the resulting net, and clearly can be constructed 
in polynomial time in the length of r. Furthermore, Net(r) satisfies all the properties 
of net(r) specified in the proof of Theorem 5.1 concerning markings and ,/-labeled 
transitions. The labeled transition system of Net(r) is identical to that of net(r), except 
that all z-labeled transitions are replaced by l-labeled transitions, and every state has 
a l-labeled transition trivially looping back to itself. 
It is straightforward to show by induction that for any regular expression r with 
interleaving, net(r) can perform at most 4 . It-1 consecutive r-moves, where IrI is the 
number of symbols in r. By construction of Net(r), it then follows that 
L(r) = {al . . . ak E Z* I 14+1a114’ir’ . . . ak14+‘,/ is a trace of Net(r)}. 
For any regular expression r with interleaving, let N, be the finite net with 4 + 
It-1 + IZI + 1 transitions and 4. Irl + 1 places, whose set of traces is the prefix-closure 
of (14W . q* . 14+1 . J; the intended definition of N, is obvious and omitted. By 
reasoning similar to that of the proof of Theorem 5.1, it follows that L(r) = Z* 
iff the set of traces of Net(r) contains the set of the traces of Nr. The details are 
omitted. 
To reduce trace-containment to trace equivalence, we observe that for any nets Ni 
and N2, the set of traces of Ni contains the set of traces of N2 iff the net (Ni ((zUiJ,i) 
N2) and the net N2 are trace equivalent, where IlrU(J,l) is a parallel composition 
operator which requires synchronization on (visible) labels and hence corresponds to 
trace intersection. Furthermore, the size of Ni (IxU(J,ll N2 is polynomial in the sizes 
of Nt and N2, giving a polynomial-time reduction from trace containment to trace 
equivalence, and proving the theorem. 0 
We then have as a corollary: 
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Theorem 5.4. For jnite nets without hidden transitions, trace equivalence is EXPSPACE- 
hard. 
Using these results, we obtain a lower-bound for failures equivalence; the proof is 
very similar to that of Kanellakis and Smolka [ 131 for finite-state automata. 
Theorem 5.5. For finite nets without hidden transitions, trace equivalence is poly 
nomial-time reducible to failures equivalence. 
Proof. For any finite nets Nt and N2 without hidden transitions, let N,! be constructed 
by adding to Nj a single new, initially marked place, snew, which is placed in the 
preset and post-set of every transition of Ni. The labeled transition system of Nil is 
isomorphic to that of Ni. Now, N/’ is constructed by adding to Nil a new a-labeled 
transition ta, for every visible label a, and hooking up each to so that its post-set is 
empty and its preset contains only the place snew. All of the to are enabled under every 
reachable marking of N/, and firing any one of them puts N/’ in a deadlocked state. 
Nt and N2 are trace equivalent iff Nr and NJ are failures equivalent; the proof is 
identical to that of Kanellakis and Smolka [ 131 and is omitted. This is a polynomial- 
time reduction from trace equivalence to failures equivalence. q 
We then have as a corollary: 
Theorem 5.6. Failures equivalence of jinite nets is ExPSPACE-hard. 
Our proof of a DEXPTIME lower bound for strong bisimulation is a simple adaptation 
of Stockmeyer’s result [20] for Mazurkiewicz nets: namely, we reduce the acceptance 
problem for polynomial-space alternating Turing machines to the bisimulation problem 
for finite l-safe Petri nets. In particular, we simulate the tape and finite-state con- 
trol of polynomial-space alternating Turing machines by polynomial-time constructible 
l-safe Petri nets, and our reduction to bisimulation is essentially identical to that of 
Stockmeyer. Since Mazurkiewicz nets are somewhat more succinct than l-safe Petri 
nets, our lower bound for bisimulation is a minor technical improvement of the results 
of Stockmeyer. 
Theorem 5.7. The acceptance problem for polynomial-space alternating Turing ma- 
chines is pofynomial-time reducible to strong bisimulation of finite nets. 
Proof. Let A be an alternating Turing machine that, for some polynomial p, uses p(n) 
space on input of size n. A well-known property of polynomial-space alternating Turing 
machines is that every computation halts in deterministic time exponential in the size of 
the input [6,14]. Let p’(n) be so large that 2p’@) exceeds the time bound of A on input 
of size n, and let Z be the finite tape alphabet of A. We can assume, without loss of 
generality, that A begins in an existential state, existential and universal states alternate 
at every step, and when A enters an accepting state it continues to take steps while 
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staying in accepting states. Furthermore, we can assume that A has exactly two possible 
moves at every step, every existential state has at least one immediate successor that 
is a rejecting universal state, every universal state has at least one immediate successor 
that is an accepting existential state, and the final state of every computation is an 
existential state. 
For any input x, we lirst construct a polynomial-size Petri net n&4,) that “simulates” 
the computation of A on x. Each tape square i of A is represented as a group of places 
{%al )p . . .,~(i,~~)} U {s(i,qo),.. ,~(i,~,)}, where z = {at,. ..,ak} and (40,. . . ,a) me the 
control states of A. The idea is that for each tape square i, exactly one of the places 
in {S(i,al), . . . ,S(i,ak) } will be marked under every reachable marking, indicating which 
tape symbol is currently written on tape square i. Furthermore, over all 1 <i < p(n) 
and all 0 6 j < 1, exactly one of S(i,u) is marked, indicating which tape square holds 
the head and which control state A is currently in. Let x = ai, . . . ain; then exactly the 
places {~(l,~,, 1 . . . , SC,,Q} U (~(1,~~)) are initially marked. 
The net net(A,) is wired up as follows: for every tape square i, every control state q, 
every symbol aj E Z, and every control transition (q’,ajl,D) E 6(q,aj) in A, where D 
is either L or R, net(A) contains a transition tf,,Oj),(,,,aj,,,), labeled with some common 
label 1. The idea is that this transition fires iff A is currently in control state q and 
tape square i holds the head and contains aj. Firing this transition puts A in control 
state q’, writes ait on tape square i, and moves the head to tape square i - 1 if D = L 
and to tape square i + 1 if D = R. In particular, the preset of transition tf4,9)_(4,pI,p) 
is {s(i,q),s(i,aj)} and the post-set is {r(i-l,,r’),s(i,~j,)} or {s(i+l,q’),s(i,aj,)) depending on 
whether D is L or R. Finally, for every accepting existential control state q and tape 
square i, we introduce a transition X(i,q) with preset {s(i,q)}, empty postset, and label 
act. For every rejecting existential control state q and tape square i, we introduce a 
transition Xci,q) with preset {s(i,q)}, empty postset, and label act, and a transition Yci,q) 
with preset {s(i,q)}, empty postset, and label rej. Clearly, net(A,) contains (k + I). p(n) 
places and at most (21+m). p(n) transitions, where k is the size of the tape alphabet of 
A, 1 is the number of control states of A, and m is the number of control transitions of A. 
It is straightforward to show that net(A,) is l-safe, sequential (i.e., no transitions can 
fire concurrently under any reachable marking), and that its labeled transition system 
is isomorphic to that of A on input x, ignoring the labels of the control transitions, and 
ignoring the act-labeled and rej-labeled transitions altogether. 
Let T be the deterministic Turing machine which, started with a string of O’s on its 
tape, successively adds 1 to the binary number on its tape until the original string of O’s 
is changed into a string of l’s (of the same length). Then T enters an accepting state 
and halts. So, when started on a string on m O’s, it runs for at least 2” steps and halts. 
The polynomial-time translation net given above for alternating Turing machines also 
holds for any deterministic polynomial-space Turing machine, except that we add both 
act-labeled and rej-labeled transitions for every pair (i,q). Hence, if “started” on input 
consisting of a string of ~‘(1x1) O’s, this net is of size bounded by some polynomial in 
1x1, and has the sole behaviors that it fires at most some fixed m’ > 2P’(lXl) number of 
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l’s, and each point along the way it nondeterministically chooses between firing either 
act or rej and exiting, or firing a 1. Furthermore, after firing m’ l’s followed by a 
single act or rej, it reaches a deadlocked state. We call this net Count(m’). We can 
assume, without loss of generality that m’ is odd, and since m’ exceeds the time bound 
of A on input x, we can assume, without loss of generality, that every computation 
path of A on input x is exactly of length m’. 
To finish the construction, let NF be a finite l-safe net of constant size with the 
labeled transition system pictured in Fig. 4, and let N, ‘?Lf NF 1 Il,acc~ej Count(m’), where 
synchronization is required on the symbols 1, act, and rej. N, is of size polynomial 
in 1x1, and its labeled transition system is bisimilar to the transition system pictured in 
Fig. 5. 
We now show that net(A,) is bisimilar to the net N, iff A accepts input x. For 
one direction, suppose that net(A,) is bisimilar to N,; then net(A,) must have some 
m/-length path bisimilar to 3(a)V(a)3(a)V(a). . .3(a) after which it fires an act-labeled 
transition. Thus, all the states of net(A,) that are reached along the way must be 
accepting. Since the labeled transition system of net(A,) is essentially isomorphic to 
the labeled transition system of A on X, A must accept x. Recalling our assumptions on 
A, the other direction follows by a simple induction on xi, where xi is an i-step bisim- 
ulation (cf. [16]). This is a polynomial-time reduction from the acceptance problem 
for polynomial-space alternating Turing machines to bisimulation of finite nets. q 
It is well-known that the class of problems decidable in polynomial space by alter- 
nating Turing machines is the same as the class of problems decidable in deterministic 
exponential time by ordinary Turing machines [6,14]. We then have as a simple corol- 
lary of this fact and Theorem 5.7. 
Theorem 5.8. Strong bisimulation of finite nets is DExPTIME-hard. 
We now show the lower bounds for the remaining equivalences listed in Table 1. 
\y 
l iJ;‘TJl 
V(a) V(r) 
0 1 1 3(r) 
I rej 
Fig. 4. Labeled transition system of NF. 
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J(1y 
V(r) V(a) 
IV 1 
3(r) 3(a) Lee i(/~\ rej 1 1 
V(r) V(o) 
I\1 1 I 1 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I I 
4, 314 
Depth m’ 
Fig. 5. Bisimilar to the labeled transition system of Nx. 
Theorem 5.9. For finite nets, 
1. trace equivalence is polynomial-time reducible to step-trace equivalence, ST-trace 
equivalence, interval pomset-trace equivalence, and pomset-trace equivalence; 
2. failures equivalence is polynomial-time reducible to step-failures equivalence, 
ST-failures equivalence, and interval pomset-failures equivalence; and 
3. strong bisimulation is polynomial-time reducible to weak bisimulation, delay 
bisimulation, branching bisimulation, step-bisimulation, ST-bisimulation, history- 
preserving bisimulation, maximality-preserving bisimulation, pomset-bisimulation, and 
pomset-ST-bisimulation. 
Proof. For the true concurrency equivalences, we give the proof only for pomset-trace 
equivalence, as the other cases are completely analogous. For any finite nets Nt,Nz 
without hidden transitions, let I$ be constructed by adding to Ni a single new, initially 
marked place which is placed in the preset and post-set of every transition of Ni. 
Clearly, N; is trace equivalent to Ni. Since no transitions in ZVi are statically concurrent, 
it is easy to see that N: and A$ are trace equivalent iff they are pomset-trace equivalent; 
hence, Nt and A5 are trace equivalent iff IV{ and IV; are pomset-trace equivalent. This 
is a polynomial-time reduction from trace equivalence to pomset-trace equivalence. 
For the interleaving bisimulations, we note that weak bisimulation, delay bisimulation 
and branching bisimulation coincide with strong bisimulation for nets without hidden 
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transitions. Thus, relabeling all r-labeled transitions with the same “fresh” visible label 
completes the reduction. 0 
We then have as a simple corollary of Theorems 5.4, 5.6, 5.8, and 5.9. 
Theorem 5.10. For finite nets, the decision problems for 
1. step-trace equivalence, ST-trace equivalence, interval pomset-trace equivalence, 
and pomset-trace equivalence are EXPSPACE-hard, 
2. step-failures equivalence, ST-failures equivalence, and interval pomset-failures 
equivalence are EXPSPACE-hard, 
3. weak bisimulation, delay bisimulation, branching bisimulation, step-bisimulation, 
ST-bisimulation, history-preserving bisimulation, maximality-preserving bisimulation, 
pomset-bisimulation, and pomset-ST-bisimulation are DEmIME-hard. 
We remark that all the lower bound results in this section are independent of the 
presence of hidden transitions, except as specifically stated in the lower bound proofs 
for trace equivalence. 
6. Conclusions 
We remark that all these complexity results apply equally to process approxima- 
tion as well as equivalence. An open problem is the decidability and complexity of 
augmentation-closed pomset-trace equivalence. Another open problem that we regard as 
especially significant is the decidability and complexity of our earlier general pomset- 
failures semantics [ 111, which keeps track of concurrent divergences. We are currently 
working to extend our methods to handle these cases. 
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